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With the time flies, the application of information technology is becoming
increasingly prevalent in various industries of various fields. Exchange fair marketing
tactics can make fieldwork products in clothing shoes industry. However, traditional
way of exchanging fair order tends to make enterprises face many problems: manual
ordering cost is high, the use is small, daily business can't order in real time data
analysis and requires a lot of human to do order data operator, which makes low
efficiency. Therefore, the use of software information platform design and
implementation can solve problems of current enterprise electronic order system, with
significant meaning for improving the efficiency of order and quality.
In the face of all these requirements, this dissertation developed an electronic
ordering system base on the situation of clothing shoes industry. First of all, this
dissertation stands from the perspective of the theory of software engineering and
talks about the subject backgrounds of electronic ordering system. Then, system
function requirement analysis and system analysis of the non-functional requirements
is discussed. Following, this dissertation introduces the system function design,
database design and system implementation process in detail. Finally, this dissertation
summarizes the process of the design and implementation of the system.
The current system has been put into use, with advantages such as high efficiency
of order process, simple operation process and accurate data process, effectively
improving the efficiency of the order process. The success of the system development
and use software for ordering process information process is of great significance.
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2.1.2 Windows Mobile SDK
Windows Mobile SDK集成了Windows Mobile模拟器、文档集、托管程序集，
拥有十分强大的功能。Windows Mobile模拟器包含了Windows Mobile Pocket PC
和 Smartphone模拟器映像，可在 Visual Studio中直接使用；Windows Mobile 文


















2.1.3 .NET Compact Framework
Microsoft.NET Compact Framework是.NET Framework的精简版，能为客户提
供良好的使用体验。.NET Framework精简版架构Windows Mobile操作系统和硬件
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